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VETIN Mini Heat Gun with
328 Piece Assorted Heat
Shrink Tube Kit

$19.99
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Short Description
This fast and easy to use heat gun is comfortable to hold and is light weight. It features two
speed/temperature settings for quiet operation. Temperature max of 200°C (257°F) is perfect for heat
shrinking your wires and cables. There is a safety shield on the nozzle, and it has a built-in bracket for selfsupport and table top use. This heat gun is ideal for heat shrink tubing, embossing, or for drying a variety of
paints, glues, and inks. This kit includes 328 pieces of assorted colors of heatshrink perfect for the DIY
hobbyist. If you are creating or repairing computer wires or cables, this is the perfect tool for you!

Description
This fast and easy to use heat gun is comfortable to hold and is light weight. It features two
speed/temperature settings for quiet operation. Temperature max of 200°C (257°F) is perfect for heat
shrinking your wires and cables. There is a safety shield on the nozzle, and it has a built-in bracket for selfsupport and table top use. This heat gun is ideal for heat shrink tubing, embossing, or for drying a variety of
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paints, glues, and inks. This kit includes 328 pieces of assorted colors of heatshrink perfect for the DIY
hobbyist. If you are creating or repairing computer wires or cables, this is the perfect tool for you!

Features

328Pcs Heat Shrink Tube Shrinkage - It is 2:1 heat shrink ratio, and will shrink up to 1/2 of original, just
use the mini heat gun heating for it 5 second.
High-quality heat gun: The hot air gun has two heat dissipation ports, and the service life can reach
more than 5 years. 200W power is suitable for many DIY productions and can dissolve hot melt glue
sticks and glue. Of course, it is definitely suitable for heat shrinkable tube.
Eight sizes high-quality heat shrink tubing for your choose, they can be used for solder joint protection,
group of lines marking, resistance electric capacity reason protection etc. First turn on this mini hot air
gun switch,then glue inside will soften and seal the connection.
[Product parameters] Heat gun ：The length is 22 cm, which can produce high temperature of 200
degrees Celsius, and the US plug. Heat-shrink Tubing: 8 sizes, 5 colors, the sizes are 1mm, 2mm, 3mm,
4mm, 6mm, 8mm, 10mm, 14mm.
[Product warranty:] The heat gun can be used for five years. If it is broken under normal use, it will be
replaced for free within five years. The heat shrinkable tube is RoHS compliant and free of
formaldehyde. VETIN only produces safety products.

Specifications
Product specifications:
Heat gun:
Material: ABS Plastic
Color: Black
Length: 22cm
Power Cable: approx. 100cm
Working temp: 200 Celsius
Power: 300W
Voltage: 110V 50-60HZ
Weight: 300g
Plug Type: US Plug
Heat Shrink Tube:
Color: BLACK+RED+YELLOW+BLUD+GREEN
Material: Polyolefin
Heat shrink ratio: 2:1
Operating Temperature:-131°C to + 257℉
Shrinkage Temp: 212℉(Fahrenheit)
Full Shrinkage Temp: 230℉maximum
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Tensile strength: 10.4Mpa
Dielectric strength: 15 kV / mm
Flammability: Flame Retardant

Additional Information
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SKU

VETIN-HG-KIT

Weight

2.5000

Color

Red

Tool Type

Technicians Tools
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